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“A smooth sea never made a skilled sailor.”—Franklin D. Roosevelt  

 
I have repeated these words to myself time and time again during this year, a year that I will 
never forget. Leading during the pandemic has opened my eyes wider, grown my heart, and 
reminded me never to take for granted the impact of the human connection. 

 
Beginning my internship year with Kensington Parkwood Elementary School, I ventured into a 
place of uncertainty and discomfort. This brought about feelings of fear and insecurity, but I dug 
deep to push those feelings aside. I knew the personal growth and development that would occur 

over the next 181 days of school would be significant. I seized the opportunity to live in the 
discomfort, as this is where growth is born.   
 
As the staff rolled up their sleeves and embraced the grit, together we grew stronger, more 

skilled, more vulnerable and more passionate. This did not happen without struggle and I 
intentionally vocalized the reality we were living in as often as possible. We were in it together. 
Our outreach efforts were elevated with bi-weekly Well-Being Team meetings where we 
brainstormed ways to help families overcome the barriers with virtual learning; distributed 

materials needed for success; and shared stories of hardships and celebrations. Those 
celebrations provided hope. I recognized staff and students for resilience, perseverance and 
commitment. Our weekly KPTV show streamed every Friday and brought joy to everyone 
watching, with our media specialist and mascot, Jimmy Talon, working behind the scenes and in 

front of the camera to start the weekend off right. These light moments elevated joy for our entire 
school community.  
 
I would be remiss without taking time to reflect on our amazing staff, who demonstrated 

adaptability, strength and dedication, working tirelessly to connect with students and families.  
 
The past year provided many life lessons:  
 

• The impossible really can be possible. 
• We are so much stronger together. 
• Our unwavering strength and determination carry us through the hardest of times. 
• Hope keeps us moving forward. 

 
The year ahead will be our greatest opportunity to redefine how we connect with students and 
families; to refine our approaches to instruction; and to recommit to every student in MCPS. 
This excites me, igniting my passion for leadership. I welcome what lies ahead.  

 
 
 

 


